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This PDF is in eleven headings threading through the types of carved objects in the 

Investigations, further exploring beliefs and proposing some time frames.

Observations and Discussion

Why Celtic "attributes" and not Celtic deities?

Mithraic and Christian symbols have been straightforward enough to recognise and ascribe a 

meaning. Animal, bird and fish objects are the bulk of the remainder. Not only do some of 

these have a relevant Roman context associated with the early 3rd century period and some 

centuries beyond but they tie in with Celtic "attributes".

Previous research by the author led to much of the text and pictures in the website page 

"Changes in Beliefs - bigger picture" (linked below) including references to Stone Circles near 

the River Spey that are thought to be Bronze Age from an early Celtic period. These stones do 

not have symbol carvings although at least one has cup markings. In other places similar stones 

have been re-utilised as Pictish Symbol Stones. Whilst the geography of such locations might 

reveal a very broad underlying reason for creating places of worship, association with any 

specific Celtic belief, deity or attribute is not apparent. This prompted a re-think about why 

objects with a Celtic meaning are on Symbol Stones and why animals, birds and fish but not 

deities.

Celtic deities were in two groupings - "local" which embodied spirits of a particular feature of 

the landscape such as mountains, trees, or rivers so only known within surrounding areas and 

those generally known throughout large regions (in particular the gods and goddesses called 

upon for protection, healing, luck and honour). Such regions were quite specific sometimes  

comprising groups of countries but in the case of the British Isles basically by component 

country. Numerous male and female deities are noted in a Wikipedia List of Celtic Deities - 

truly diverse and polytheistic. Many of the Celtic deities had associations with planets and 

Roman beliefs e.g. Brigantia as a British goddess connected with river and water cults  equated 

with Minerva by the Romans. 

Some of the Celtic deities have characteristics giving alignment with some of the animal, bird 

and fish "attributes" carvings as in "Carvings". Eight instances have been identified with the 

number of occurrences in brackets - cunning (1), fertility (13), hearth (1), magic(13), protection 

(3), regeneration (5), wealth (1) and wisdom (4). Two Gods were of particular note: Cernunnos - 

known to all Celtic areas in one form or another; God of nature and all wild things, virility, 

fertility, animals, physical love, nature, woodlands, reincarnation, crossroads, wealth, 

commerce, warriors and Macha (Ireland)  - protectress in war as in peace, goddess of war and 

death, cunning, sheer physical force, sexuality, fertility, dominance over men.

Having initially identified a Celtic association for each of the animal, bird and fish carved 

objects on the Symbol Stones in a later re-evaluation it became apparent that the carvings did 

not allude to deities themselves but to personal attributes in the sense of physical and "softer 

skills" plus religious beliefs.



2 Celtic Attributes and / or Roman Context - deciding on which

Of the ten animal, bird and fish carvings one has a Roman mythology meaning (the 

serpent/snake as a token of life beyond the grave); additionally, two intertwined serpents 

could represent the Caduceus which in Roman mythology was carried by Mercury the 

messenger of the gods.  Three have military relevance - the eagle prominent on the ubiquitous 

Roman army  standard, the boar and bull as legionary emblems. Four objects have multiple 

contexts. The deer is seen as a messenger/guide from otherworlds suggesting a spiritual or 

"belief" aspect with vision  and patient  being more worldly. Attributes of the eagle include 

wisdom, long life, swiftness, strength, keen sight and knowledge of magic  which could be 

applied to a person. Additionally, the eagle is considered to convey the powers and messages 

of the spirit and it is man's connection to the divine because it flies higher than any other bird . 

Wisdom  and esoteric knowledge  are Celtic attributes for the salmon; additionally it is 

specifically admired in being able to exist in salt and fresh water and to return to its spawning 

grounds  - maybe these are reflected in the Celtic attribute of its wisdom. Salmon in a full life 

cycle generally are born and die in the same place - perhaps aligning with the P-M belief of the 

soul coming from and returning to heaven. An attribute of long / eternal life  for the 

serpent/snake gives a "belief" connotation added to its curious  and communicator  attributes 

which could apply to a person.

In the Investigations when any linkage with a Mithraic or Christian object was evaluated it was 

with reference to the "attributes" of the Celtic object not just the object itself. For example, 

the serpent or snake spiritually has Celtic attributes of long / eternal life arguably 

approximating to the Pictish-Mithraic serpent/snake which usually is associated with a Straight 

or Z Rod and is decoded as a connection between the Cancer and Capricorn constellations 

alluding to the travel of the soul. As Mithraic meaning is concerned basically with spiritual 

belief there are no references to a person's attributes - conversely 9 of the 10 Celtic symbols 

have attributes which refer to people.

To see if there were any patterns in the incidences of Celtic symbols across the Symbol Stones, 

a record was created of Celtic symbol versus Stone name. Following an initial assessment the 

website page "Attributes with Initial Analysis" (link below) was created with analyses and 

notes. This preceded the more in-depth approach used in the Investigations. This surfaced 

some key points not previously considered, for example:-

A key start point was researching the likely Celtic and Roman meaning of the animal, bird and 

fish carvings within the context of the  Symbol Stones'  environment and era then determining 

what (either, both or none) was appropriate. Ten objects that can be considered to be Celtic 

symbols appear on Pictish Symbol Stones (they may have other connotations). They have 

associated  "attributes" - some being "physical" aspects such as strength or endurance, others 

that might be called "softer skills" e.g. wisdom or faithfulness and some appearing to 

represent "beliefs" as in eternal life. No carvings or indirect depictions of recognised Celtic 

deities are seen on the Stones - perhaps the inclusion of the specific animal, bird and fish 

carvings was a fundamental belief that did not require any type of deity that could be 

construed to be an intermediary. 



3 Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones - coincidence or influence?

•  in those instances where animals and birds are  part of a hunting scene it is concluded that 

they are not portraying Celtic symbols.

• if there is choice in interpretation between a carving being a Celtic symbol or not then bias 

has been avoided. An example is the Gairloch Stone - an eagle which may be a goose and a fish 

which may be a salmon.

Another aspect is the interpretation of the so - called Pictish Beast. In the website page on 

"Mithraism & Pictish Symbols" (link below) a description of this carving and its Capricorn 

associations is outlined. It is arguably based on the "goat fish" which started in Babylonian 

times and may well have been in a Roman "belief" - most likely Mithraic. Therefore here is 

another "animal" with a Roman connection but not a Celtic one.

Anderson and Allen classification has specifically been used in this section and in the website 

page "Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones" (link below)  as the RCAHMS source refers to Class 

1 (incised and with no Christian iconography) and Class 2 (relief with both Pictish-Mithraic and 

Christian carvings).

For Stones designated as Class 2  to  be considered to have a Shared Space (having Pictish-

Mithraic Symbols on Christian Cross Slabs) there would have been a reason to somehow 

influence the inclusion of some of these Symbols. Christian believers' recognition, or 

acceptance, of the Mithraic views, and representative Symbols, would have been a 

prerequisite; another could have been the Mithraic believers' wish for some sort of continued 

acceptance. As Christianity became the dominant religion perhaps a form of absorption was 

practiced with the longer-term aim of complete conversion.  In practical terms geographic 

proximity between any new Class 2 Stone and existing Class 1 Stone could have helped 

facilitate seeing selected Symbols then carving them.                      

• what appears to be a Celtic object can be changed when it is mixed with another object - 

such as the snake/serpent on Logierait 1 with a Straight Rod and Balluderon with a Z-Rod 

making them Pictish-Mithraic symbols not Celtic.

• generally the attributes associated with Celtic symbols refer to a person's physical or softer 

skills rather than to religious belief or spiritual meaning. 

•  where there were Celtic objects that have a Roman context perhaps that supports or, at 

minimum, suggests a theory of a Roman presence for that location. Of the 22 widely 

distributed bird objects on the Scottish mainland and Orkney Stones, 16 are Eagles; each 

Roman Army Legion carried an Eagle standard; most of the Stones with Eagles have Pictish-

Mithraic carvings. Analyses in the website page "Stones, Eagles & Romans" (link below) 

resulted in some possible explanations on who may have carved these objects. Research into 

boars resulted in the website page "Stones, Boars & a Roman Legion" (link below) being 

compiled prompting some challenging principles e.g. prospectively a Roman army presence 



A clear example of nearby Class 1 Stones potentially influencing carvings on a Class 2 Stone is 

the set in website page "Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones" (link below)  comprising Eassie 

(58), Bruceton(178), Keillor (186), Dunnichen (57) and Strathmartine Castle (68). The Class 2 

Stone i.e. Eassie has Pictish Beast, Z-Rod & Double Disc and Horseshoe objects. Looking at the 

nearest Class 1 Stones, Bruceton has a Pictish Beast and a Horseshoe; Keillor a Z-Rod & Double 

Disc. Next close-by Dunnichen has a Z-Rod & Double Disc; Strathmartine Castle a Pictish Beast 

and a Z-Rod & Double Disc.

The Meigle (189) collection of seven Class 2 Stones has Pictish Beast, Comb, Mirror, Serpent & 

Z-Rod, V-Rod & Crescent, Double Disc (portion), Mirror Case, Double Disc Alone, Crescent 

Alone and Z-Rod & Double Disc carvings. These could have been influenced by nearby Class 1 

carvings including Pictish Beast, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Comb, Mirror and Mirror Case.

The selection of Class 2 Stones in the website page "Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones" (link 

below) was taken from a list of Stones that have combinations of a Christian Cross, Pictish-

Mithraic Symbols and animals, fish and birds that may have been carved in the context of 

Celtic beliefs (the subject of Investigations) plus four Stones which have Christian and P-M 

carvings but do not have Celtic attributes - Kirriemuir 1 (65), Logierait 1 (187), Monifieth 1 (66) 

and Monymusk (35). This is not an exhaustive Class 2 list - the focus, specifically, is on Class 1 

Stones in close proximity to Class 2 ones.

Monifieth (66) Cross slabs have Double Disc, Z-Rod & Double Disc, Comb and V-Rod & Crescent 

objects. A Pictish Beast is on all three nearby Stones - Linlathen Stone (76)  whose current 

location is unknown, Strathmartine Castle (68) and Kinblethmont (63). In addition, each of 

Strathmartine Castle and Kinblethmont has a V-Rod & Crescent. Perhaps there is some 

significance for the early presence of the Pictish Beast and V-Rod & Crescent in this location 

but with the Pictish Beast not appearing on the Class 2 Stones at Monifieth which have several 

other Pictish symbols.

Considering each of the 18 locations of Class 2 Stones in website page "Proximity of Class 2 to 

Class 1 Stones" (link below), 13 have symbols in common with Class 1 Stones that are 

identified as nearest and close-by to them. Glamis Manse 1 (61), has Class 1 Symbols on its 

reverse (suggesting potential up-cycling) as well as a common carving - mirror - with 

Dunnichen. Shandwick (128) and Woodwrae (73) have elements of Double Discs in common 

with their nearest and close-by Class 1 Stones - not strongly influential. Only Logierait (187) 

and  Nigg (124) have no Symbols in common with their nearest and close-by Class 1 Stones but 

have other Mithraic Symbols. For example, Logierait (187) has a Serpent & Straight Rod, 

nearest Cargill (179) has what appears to be a Notched Rectangle and next close-by Bruceton 

(178) has a Horseshoe and Pictish Beast.  Logierait (187) has two Class 2 Stones both with a 

Straight Rod and Serpent - the nearest Class 1 with this carving is Inverurie (26). The 

elaborately carved Nigg (124) Stone does not seem to have any carvings influenced by close 

Class 1 Stones.  Inchbrayock could be considered almost as Class 3.

Firstly, the Class 2 Stones were located on the map on Page 11 of The Pictish Symbol Stones of 

Scotland  (edited by Iain Fraser published by RCAHMS 2008) then the nearest and next close-by 

Class 1 Stones were identified. To ease location on the RCAHMS map, site numbers (in 

parentheses) are associated with names in the website pages.



Below are five examples of a Class 2 Stone in close proximity to Class 1 Stones with prospective 

interpretations. For each, the Class 2 Stone numbered location is ringed in blue with the 

nearest and next close-by numbered Class 1 Stones ringed in brown.

Although some authors state there is no case for the Classes of Stones to be in a chronological 

order, if the premise that the Stones were used for religious purposes is correct, then with 

Christianity being introduced from around the 6th century and preceding beliefs being called 

"pagan", Class 1 came before Class 2. This is an important point when thinking about the 

proximity between Class 2 and Class 1 Stones and the influence of carving Pictish-Mithraic 

objects onto slabs with Christian crosses. 

Example 1  -  Cossans (56) Class 2 Stone has a V-Rod & 

Crescent and a Z-Rod & Double Disc, both symbols are found 

right across Pictland and fundamental in being able to "talk 

through" and explain the principles of Pictish Mithraism. 

Nearby Class 1 Stones at Dunnichen (57) and Aberlemno Roadside (51) have Z-Rod & Double 

Disc carvings so could well have influenced their inclusion on Cossans. Also in close proximity 

are two Stones each with a Horseshoe and Pictish Beast - Bruceton (178) and Aberlemno 

Flemington Farm (52). With Comb and Mirror objects at Aberlemno Roadside and Dunnichen 

this set of Stones collectively includes all the Symbols essential in describing P-M. Perhaps the 

pre-Christian Stones in this area helped to enable P-M to be followed also using the Symbols 

on the Cross slab which has, in itself, shown that it functions as a Shared Space for two 

different beliefs.

Whilst Aberlemno Roadside 1 (51), Aberlemno Flemington Farm (52) and Kinblethmont (63) 

have a range of Symbols there is no apparent influence seen in Inchbrayock which has two 

decorated discs that do not look like a Pictish Symbol. Although listed as Class 2, Inchbrayock 

with its Christian Cross and biblical scene is more aligned to Anderson and Allen's so-called 

Class 3.

Between the two Kirriemuir (65) Class 2 Stones there are Comb, Mirror and V-Rod & Crescent 

carvings. Nearby Bruceton (178) does not have its Pictish Beast and Horseshoe represented on 

either of the Kirriemuir Stones. Next close-by Aberlemno Roadside 1 (51) and Flemington Farm 

(52) have Z-Rod & Double Disc, Comb, Mirror, Horseshoe and Pictish Beast. Common objects 

across the Class 1 and 2 Stones in this instance are the Comb and Mirror.

St Vigeans (67) Stones (found in or near the church that dominates the village) have several 

Pictish Symbols including Z-Rod & Double Disc, Comb and Mirror objects which have 

commonality with nearby Class 1 Stones. However, the Pictish Beasts on Kinblethmont (63) 

and on Linlathen (76) and the V-Rod & Crescent on Kinblethmont (63) do not seem to have 

influenced inclusion on any of the set of St Vigeans Stones.



None of the Stones nearby to Golspie Class 2 has a Pictish beast or Double Disc Alone but 

collectively 6 examples of a V-Rod & Crescent, 4 Combs, 6 Mirrors and 1 Z-Rod & Double Disc - 

all in the top five most common Pictish Symbols.

Craigton (137) - V-Rod & Crescent, Notched Rectangle.

Dunrobin (138) - Tuning Fork, Comb, Mirror.

Clynekirkton (135) - 2 Stones. V-Rod & Crescentx2, Mirror.

Example 4 - A Pictish Beast, V-Rod & Crescent and Double Disc 

Alone are on the reverse of the Golspie Class 2 (140) Cross 

slab. It has eight Stones in close proximity all with Pictish - 

Mithraic Symbols:-

Geographically on the west edge of an area (now Perth & Kinross and Angus) with Class 1 and 

2 Stones, Fowlis Wester does not have any common Symbols with the closest Class 2 Stone at 

Gask which has a Z-Rod & Serpent. This Class 2 Stone has functioned as a Shared Space for 

Christian and Mithraic beliefs with one carving that may have been influenced by nearby 

Abernethy Class 1 Stone (V-Rod & Crescent).

Kintradwell (143) - 4 slabs. Mirror Case, Triple Disc portion, V-

Rod & Crescent, Comb, Mirror, partial Tuning Fork.

Dunrobin D P (139) - Z-Rod & Serpent, Comb, Mirror.

Little Ferry (146) - 4 fragments. V-Rod & crescent.

Clynemilton (136) - 2 Stones. V-Rod & Crescent, Horseshoe, 

Mirror x 2, Comb, Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle.

Golspie Class 1 (141) - V-Rod & Crescent, Comb, 

Example 2 - Christian Crosses are on both sides of the Ulbster 

(104) Stone with P-M Symbols - V-Rod & Crescent, Pictish Beast 

and a Double Disc all on one side. Nearby Latheron (101) and 

Watenan (105) each have a V-Rod & Crescent, Ackergill (96) 

Stones have a Notched Rectangle, a Decorated Rectangle and a 

short section of curved line. 
Artistically executed in a similar style, the V-Rod & Crescent carving integrates with the Cross 

designs. Presence more than design cues could have influenced the carving. Certainly a Shared 

Space for not only P-M and Christian beliefs but also Celtic (from the salmon, serpent and 

horse).

Example 3 - A V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double Disc and 

Double Disc Alone are on the reverse side of the "Shared 

Space" Stone at Fowlis Wester (182). Only the Abernethy (175) 

Stone close-by has what could be considered influential 

symbols - V-Rod & Crescent and Tuning Fork. Carvings on 

Cargill (179) - possibly a Notched Rectangle - and Blackford 

(177) - perhaps a rectangle (with no decode) - belong on Class 

1 Stones but hardly represent any P-M, or other, meaning. In 

general across Pictland there are many examples of broken, 

worn and re-shaped Stones which may originally have had 

additional carvings.
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The Triple Disc, in P-M decode terms, represents the Zodiac and (180° apart) Cancer and 

Capricorn constellations - the gates from and to heaven whose "soul travel" meaning has 

parallels with some Christian beliefs. Kintore Castle Hill (30) has two Stones with Pictish Beasts, 

a Z-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror and Tuning Fork. Another Pictish Beast is on Kintore 4 (31). With 

Pictish Beasts on the three nearby Stones it is perhaps surprising that object is not on this low 

relief, Cross Stone with geometric and knot designs.

•  As the Class 2 Stones in the area between Dingwall and Wick (Examples 2 & 4) 

seem less influenced by geographically close Class 1 Stones than in the case of  

those in the general area of Forfar (Examples 1 & 3), perhaps there was a different 

mechanism for prompting the carving of the older Symbols e.g. by sea from across 

the Moray Firth rather than by land.

•  Overall the presence of Class 1 Mithraic Symbols on Class 2 Stones strongly 

suggests a deliberate and purposeful inclusion to function in way of influence and 

"transition" from one belief to another. The widespread carving of the V-Rod & 

Crescent reinforces it as a fundamental symbol.

People and Scenes - biblical, military and more

Example 5 - Carving of the one P-M Symbol on the Class 2 

Monymusk (35) Stone could have been directly influenced by 

the Triple Disc on the Kintore Churchyard (29) Class 1 Stone 

which also has a Pictish Beast and V-Rod & Crescent. 

•  In these examples there is a limited number of animals, birds and fish carvings on 

Class 2 Stones that could be construed to represent Celtic attributes - in fact, only a 

salmon, serpent and horse on Ulbster (104).

With a focus on seeing if the Stones had mutually shared "belief" meanings from their symbols 

the people/scene category in "types of carved objects" could have been overlooked. Instead, 

by understanding what they meant (in no different a way to understanding symbols) there was 

an opportunity to assess if the people and scene carvings were relevant to any theology 

represented on the Stones - some of them did. From Investigations 2, 3 and 4 it appears that 

people alone, on horseback (for example) or in scenes (some biblical, some hunting) are only 

on Stones with Christian crosses. They are not on any Mithraic "only" or Celtic "only" Stones. 

It cannot be deduced that because these objects are on Stones which have Christian Crosses 

that the people/scene carvings are relevant to that theology. Aberlemno Church has a battle 

scene which some authors have suggested may be Dunnichen of 685 CE; in the lower right of 

the reverse side of this slab a person is being attacked by what appears to be a crow. Nearby 

Aberlemno Roadside 2 has a hunting scene as well as the biblical story of David rending the 

jaws of the lion. Animals and birds on the Stone located at Elgin cathedral are not considered 

to represent any Celtic beliefs but a hunting scene. For Meigle 4 there is difficulty in deciding 

whether the people on horseback are part of  hunting scene or otherwise. 

Some observations from these examples include - 
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Ogham

in

Ogham

Ogham on a fragment of a Class 2 Stone from Formaston, 

Aboyne, Aberdeenshire has characters on two parallel artificial 

stem-lines on its front face - picture alongside. Transliterations 

are  “MAQQOoiTALLUORRH | NxHHTVROBBACCxNNEVV” 

which a Canmore reference suggests are Pictish names Nehht 

and Talorc. From the Pictish Chronicle King Lists, Talorc I 

reigned from 452 to 456 and Talorc II from 538 to 549 

(between Cailtram and Drest V). "MAQQ" is considered to be 

the equivalent of Mac i.e. "son of" which might lead back to 

either kings father but does not appear to do so.

In fact  the Nehht spelling is perhaps incorrect and is more likely to be Necht or Nechtan - a 

frequently used Pictish King name the last of whom reigned from 706 to 729. All the instances 

of Ogham on Pictish Stones appear as additions - applying that to the Aboyne Stone with an 

assumption that the Nechtan is, indeed, the 8th century king would lead to the Stone with its 

Cross being carved in the 7th or 8th century. However, that does not help to explain the Talorc 

text - further investigation would be interesting.

The website page "Stones with Ogham Texts" (link below) records for each Stone – name; 

Class; location of the Ogham inscription and transliteration; and, where appropriate, some 

comments. With Ogham predominantly being on Class 2 Stones and assuming they succeeded 

Class 1 this points towards a timeline for their inscription. With an incise carving method on 

otherwise, mainly, relief Cross slabs they are clearly "additions" that do not adopt the artistry 

of the surface. Their carving is probably not incidental and if they are in the main Pictish King 

names almost a form of graffiti to record a past era.

The foregoing are just examples from the 21 Stones in Investigation 2; both Stones in 

Investigation 3 have people/scene carvings and 19 Stones in Investigation 4: a total of 42 

Stones. Scenes of biblical stories are readily recognisable so are supportive of the theology of 

the Christian Cross. Warriors may commemorate battles and hunting scenes may celebrate the 

hunters' abilities.

Ogham - a later incidental addition, or not?

Ogham text has been carved onto geographically spread Symbol Stones. All the inscriptions are 

incised appearing as additions and seemingly not an integral part of the original overall designs 

- that in itself does not actually lend any further indication to dating of the Symbol Stones 

themselves. In each case there appears to be no specific positioning of the stem-line relative to 

a Pictish Symbol – except where the Ogham is on the narrow side of a Stone suggesting a 

decision to not place on the already decorated surfaces (sometimes perhaps due to space 

restrictions). Ogham was seemingly used between the 4th and 9th centuries CE in Ireland; 

being on Class 1 and 2 Pictish Stones would suggest a carving timeline of 4th to 8th centuries.
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decoded

mythology

military

religious

unclear

7

Mithraic Celtic Christian

Beliefs

This is the range of beliefs, as such, either individually as "single belief" or combined in various 

permutations,  whose characteristic symbols are carved on Pictish Stones:-

Not beliefs but 

accommodated on 

the Stones

• Ogham script

Christian Cross Christian

• Undecoded (not yet known)

Beliefs - within a "Shared Space" and otherwise

Types of Carved 

Objects

Refining the Categories of Carved Objects on the Stones

Roman 
context 

• People / Scene - religious

• Pictish Symbols - decoded

• Roman context - military 

In "Investigations" evaluations were made using a maximum of six types or groups of carved 

objects. However, Pictish Symbols comprised both decoded and undecoded; animals, birds and 

fish had three outcomes - Celtic attributes, Roman mythology and Roman military; people 

scenes had religious and unclear contexts. By further categorising into all ten elements it is 

easier to see more relevant detail, to recast into overall evaluations of "belief" and "not belief - 

but accommodated on the Stones" and to carry out some bulk analysis across all the Stones.  

These are the ten elements:-

Pictish Symbols

Celtic 

attributes

• Christian Cross

People / Scene

• Celtic attributes • People / Scene - unclear

Ogham script

Not yet decoded

Pictish-Mithraic

Animal, Bird, Fish

• Roman context - mythology

Celtic

Seemingly Non-

Religious
Undecoded

• Pictish Symbols - not yet decoded
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24 Y Y

7 Y Y Y

6 Y Y

4 Y Y

2 Y Y Y Y

1 Y Y Y

1 Y Y Y

For any Stone to be designated as a Shared Space with carvings representing Complementary 

Beliefs there need to be carvings from different beliefs with similar or identical meanings i.e. 

there is correlation between them.
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Pictish -

Mithraic
Celtic

This table summarises the output from Investigations 1 to 4 for those Stones analysed as 

having objects with Complementary Beliefs. "Seemingly Non-Religious" includes Undecoded, 

Ogham and People/Scene types of carved objects where a belief representation or 

interpretation is unclear.

When any two, or more, beliefs are represented on a Symbol Stone they are considered to be 

in a Shared Space. Two kinds of Shared Space were discovered during the Investigations. 

Where there are symbols from two, or more, religious beliefs that have similar or identical 

meanings there is correlation between them - these have been labelled "Complementary" 

beliefs. If the meanings of the carvings are related so that they, at minimum, do not clash but 

are perhaps not sufficiently strongly linked to be harmonised then they are labelled as 

"Implied Acceptance". Instances of these two types are in Investigations 1, 2 and 3; especially 

4; but not 5 as it covers only single beliefs. 

The term "single belief" refers to those Stones with carvings that are relevant to only one 

belief; they cannot be contenders for Shared Space in the context of beliefs. This does not 

mean that their surfaces were not used for carving non-belief objects - in many instances 

"seemingly non-religious" items have been accommodated across many Symbol Stones. Both 

Mithraic and Celtic "single belief" Stones are within the end-to-end Pictish Symbol Stone time 

frame (3rd to 8th centuries); having no so-called Pictish Symbols, Christian "single belief" 

Stones (also known as Class 3) are beyond that period.

Shared Space - Complementary Beliefs

Christian
Military
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Four combinations of beliefs were identified in the Investigations:-

Roman
Seemingly Non- 

ReligiousMythology

Types of Carved Objects

Celtic & 

Christian

Y

Y

Beliefs Also accommodated

Mithraic & 

Celtic

Mithraic, 

Celtic & 

Christian

Mithraic & 

Christian
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17 Y Y
10 Y Y Y
6 Y Y
4 Y Y
3 Y Y
1 Y Y Y
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124 10 9 1

Across the total of these 41 Stones, the instances of Implied Acceptance of beliefs are 37% 

Celtic & Mithraic, 56% Mithraic & Christian and 7% Celtic & Christian; there is no instance of all 

three. "Seemingly Non-Religious", mentioned above, are on 41% of these Stones - only on 

those depicting Mithraic & Christian beliefs. The 7% having objects that could relate to Roman 

military are only on Mithraic & Celtic belief Stones.

This table summarises the output from Investigations 1 to 4 for those Stones analysed as 

having objects with Implied Acceptance of Beliefs. As with Complementary Beliefs above, 

"Seemingly Non-Religious" includes Undecoded, Ogham and People/Scene types of carved 

objects where a belief representation or interpretation is unclear.

Shared Space - Implied Acceptance of Beliefs

Y

Across the total of these 45 Stones, the instances of Complementary beliefs are 16% Celtic & 

Mithraic, 62% Mithraic & Christian and 22% all three. "Seemingly Non-Religious" as mentioned 

above are on 73% of these Stones; 7% have objects that could relate to Roman mythology. In 

addition, maybe not unexpectedly, there are exceptions, each with a Roman mythology 

context: Aberlemno Roadside 1, Knockando 2 and Upper Manbean are seen as either a Shared 

Space for Complementary Celtic & Mithraic beliefs or Pictish-Mithraic only because of the P-M 

serpent decode. They are not included in the table.

Also accommodated
Types of Carved Objects

Christian
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Types of Carved Objects

No. of "Single 

Belief" Stones →

Pictish -

Mithraic
Celtic

Christian

 "Single Belief" - Cannot be Shared Space

Being "single belief" these 144 

Stones cannot be contenders 

for Shared Space for different 

beliefs. 

Celtic

Although the purpose of the Investigations was to see where there might be "shared" spaces 

for different beliefs, for completeness it was decided to also include those Stones with objects 

that might only have had relevance to a single belief. Initially for such Stones two clear 

evaluations were anticipated i.e. Mithraic and Celtic. Exceptions occurred! As well as having 

Celtic Attributes the bull (7 instances), boar and eagle were used as Roman military emblems 

so these Stones are counted as Celtic and/or Roman. Inchbrayock is the Stone from 

Investigation 4 that is more so-called Class 3 type as there are neither attributable Celtic or 

Mithraic carvings - this makes it Stand Alone.

Pictish -

Mithraic

Seemingly Non- 

ReligiousMythology Military

Celtic 

and/or 

Roman

Beliefs
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Mithraic practice did not stop then but continued with P-M symbols on Stones with Christian 

Crosses. Many texts suggest the 8th / 9th century as the period for those Stones with only 

Christian Crosses and biblical scenes (referred to as Class 3 by Anderson and Allen) - allowing 

for an overlap time between the arrival of the "Class 3" and the last of those Stones with 

Pictish Symbols the 8th century is effectively the likely end point of Pictish-Mithraism. 

By taking some likely dates (by CE century) for the carving of the objects on the Stones, time 

frames for any Shared Space prospects can be estimated. 

Exploring Time Frames for "Shared Space"

Sufficient evidence of military camps in Pictland  up to the early 3rd century, led to the  

proposal in the author's Pictish-Mithraism book that a Roman army withdrawal from Caledonia 

of around 212 CE is the earliest start point for the evolution of Roman Mithraism into Pictish-

Mithraism by army "stayers". There was a Roman military return to Caledonia around the end 

of the 3rd century with limited information on locations of sites. The final withdrawal from 

Britain was in 411. With insufficient information neither is seen as an alternative start point for 

P-M. Exposure to Christianity prospectively came earlier than with St Columba (late 6th 

century); St Palladius who perhaps died at Fordoun around 450 may have brought Christianity 

to Pictland by the mid-5th century. That arguably gives a start point for Christianity in the 5th 

century but evidence is flimsy so the more accepted influence flowing from St Columba's visit 

to Inverness in 565 is seen as more likely - this gives an earliest start point for Christianity in 

Pictland of the 6th century; the adoption of the belief and the change in carving techniques 

suggest a step increase in appearance of Christian Cross shapes in the 7th century. 

Some animals, birds and fish can represent Celtic attributes and have a Roman context 

therefore such carvings need, in every instance, to be assessed to determine which, both or 

neither are the most likely interpretations. Celtic culture's arrival in Britain has varying 

estimates - typically 6th century BCE and earlier; for the purpose of investigating Shared Space 

prospects assuming Celtic influence as being well established in 3rd century CE is adequate. 

Christianisation seemingly replaced Celtic beliefs so an end period for Celtic attributes no 

longer being relevant is notionally set within the 7th century. 

Roman context is generally related to the significance of the military symbolism of any animals, 

birds or fish (which also, for this text, have Celtic attributes) and at what time that might have 

been appropriate. In fact only the boar, bull and eagle have both Celtic attributes and Roman 

military context as outlined in "Carvings". Additionally snakes/serpents appear in Roman 

mythology as tokens of life beyond the grave, have Celtic attributes and feature widely in 

Mithraic belief. With an estimated start time for Pictish Symbol Stones of the early to mid 3rd 

century - following the Roman withdrawal of 212 - this would also be the start point for any 

carvings with Roman context on the basis that "stayers" from the Roman military initiated 

their carving. A direct, first hand Roman context having a duration of more than a generation 

cannot reasonably be claimed; through handing down knowledge perhaps another two 

generations could arguably be added but that would only stretch broadly to the end of the 3rd 

century. 



3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

In the diagrams below all dates are shown as Century CE.

Objects not deciphered as Pictish-Mithraic or otherwise have been labelled "undecoded" 

including decorated rectangle, L-shaped rectangle, interlaced animals, indecipherable 

quadrupeds, flowers, spiral/concentric ovals and cup markings. Whilst the majority appear on 

Stones from the Christian belief period there also are some - predominantly geometric - that 

are on earlier Stones. Undecoded objects appear, therefore, across the whole time frame 

covered in this book.

Pictish-Mithraic symbols

Ogham was seemingly used between the 4th and 9th centuries CE in Ireland. Being on so-

called Class 1 and 2 Pictish Stones would suggest a carving timeline of 4th to 8th centuries i.e. 

before the erection of those Stones with Crosses that specifically were not carved with 

"symbols" other than those of a Christian context (so-called Class 3).

From Investigations 2, 3 and 4 it appears that people alone, on horseback (for example) or in 

scenes (some biblical, some hunting) are only on Stones with Christian crosses. Such carvings 

continue beyond the era of  Symbol Stones onto stones still categorised as Pictish but only 

with Christian crosses. This gives a start point of around the 7th century and an end point of 

the 9th for such objects.

Historically an element of combining Roman and Celtic beliefs resulting in Romano-Celtic 

deities has been identified. However, the objects seen on the Symbol Stones that have Celtic 

pertinence are animals, birds and fish and not known deities as such therefore any prospective 

Roman / Celtic belief combinations have not been pursued.

Roman context

Possibly passed down tradition sustained continuation of carving with a Roman context but 

more realistic is that carvings on very early Stones had direct relevance at the time and that 

Stones with Roman military context were incise carved only in that early time period. From 

that rationale, plus in the Investigations there being no instances of Roman context objects 

being in the Christian time frame, it is deduced that items with an intended Roman context 

were not carved beyond the 4th century.

Christian Cross

People / Scene

Celtic attribute

Ogham text

Undecoded

Based on the text above, these are prospective periods when objects were carved and, 

consequently, are the time frames for the pursuit of Mithraic, Celtic and Christian beliefs in 

Pictland.

From this diagram the time periods for those beliefs that are in Shared Space combinations 

can readily be derived.



Shared Space Beliefs No. Stones % of total

22 25.5

3 3.5

51 59.3

10 11.6

3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

Linked pages
Changes in Beliefs - bigger picture

Mithraic & Celtic

Celtic & Christian

Mithraic & Christian

Mithraic, Celtic & Christian

Combining the data in these two diagrams enables the following overall picture of Shared 

Space time frames for beliefs and relative volume by % of Stones:-

What these time periods and relative volumes of Shared Space beliefs may mean are 

expanded upon when considering if a "Shared Space" was successfully enabled.

Beyond the time period of the Investigations are those Pictish 

Stones that have Christian iconography only, such as the 

Dupplin Cross in the style of a High Cross (similar to those in 

Ireland and Northumbria) with a horserider, a man fighting a 

bear and a harper (thought to be David) plus dogs. A Latin 

inscription implies that the Cross was carved either during, or 

shortly after, the reign of Caustantín (died 820 CE according to 

the Annals of Ulster).

Dupplin Cross located inside St Serf's church, Dunning →

Mithraism & Pictish Symbols

Stones, Eagles & Romans

Proximity of Class 2 to Class 1 Stones

Attributes with Initial Analysis

Stones, Boars & a Roman Legion

Stones with Ogham Texts

Mithraic & Celtic 25.5%

Celtic & Christian 3%

Mithraic & Christian 59.3%

Mithraic, Celtic & 

Christian 11.6%

Taking all instances of Shared Space combinations for Complementary and Implied Acceptance 

Shared Space together - covering 86 Stones - these are the combinations by number of Stones 

and percentages of the total:-

https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/changes-in-beliefs-bigger-picture-9-nov-2021.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/pictish-symbols-and-mithraism-2/
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/stones-eagles-the-roman-army-a-connection-25-oct-2021.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/proximity-of-class-2-to-class-1-stones-coincidence-or-influence-3-nov-2021.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.files.wordpress.com/2021/10/celtic-objects-attributes-and-initial-analysis-25-oct-2021.pdf
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-boars-and-a-roman-legion/
https://pictishsymbolstones.com/stones-with-ogham-texts/

